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Arsenal, Inc.’s SGL10 (Saiga) Rifle
From the combined effort of Legion Ltd, the custom shop of the legendary Izhmash Factory in Russia, and
Arsenal, Inc. of Las Vegas, Nevada comes a new SGL10 (Saiga) rifle in 7.62x39 caliber. Initially
manufactured by Legion Ltd in Russia and remanufactured by Arsenal, Inc. in the United States, the new
SGL10 (Saiga) rifle has everything that collectors and shooter have been looking for. Hand-select premium
components, custom-shop-like attention to details by Legion Ltd, and Arsenal, Inc.’s highest standards of
workmanship, give this rifle its superior quality. Arsenal, Inc. remanufactures the SGL10 (Saiga) rifles in
the United States with 922r compliant parts and fills them with features not seen on any other factory Saiga
rifles. Performing the most difficult modifications to achieve, Arsenal, Inc. has done a substantial work for
the customer. The end result is the highest quality SGL10 (Saiga) rifle with the most desired features which
have not been available before. This variation of Saiga rifle serves as the perfect platform for the enthusiasts
to build many interesting original Russian AK projects, keeping the necessity and cost of replacement
components and labor to a minimum. Every unit is laser sighted and test fired. Targets are included with
most of the rifles.
Compared to Arsenal, Inc.’s SGL10 (Saiga) rifle, with other Saiga rifles the customer has to purchase
over $500 worth of additional parts and components and spend hundreds of dollars on labor, and still
will not be able to come close to having a great quality Russian rifle with all the correct markings and
features. See the comparison table below for more details!

Arsenal, Inc. SGL10 (Saiga) Rifle
Markings
The receiver has the proper markings on both sides without any
extra commercial markings. The left side of the trunnion block
includes the legendary Izhmash Factory logo, the upward
pointing arrow in triangle.
The markings on both sides of the receiver are done with the
correct font type and size.
The markings on the receiver are placed in their proper locations.
This does not let them get in the way of any future modification,
such as the addition of the catch on the left side of the receiver for
the side-folding buttstock.

Other Saiga Rifles

Added
Value

Non-standard extra
commercial markings. No
Izhmash logo.

Requires
hours of
additional
labor to
achieve
only
fraction of
the features
available
on Arsenal,
Inc.’s rifle.

Large commercial font
size.
Improperly placed
markings that hinder the
modification process.
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Other Saiga Rifles

Added
Value

Receiver Features
Proper magazine dimples on both sides of the receiver.

No magazine dimples.

Extremely
difficult to
replicate
receiver
features

Original reinforcement stampings at the holes for trigger and
hammer pivot pins in correct “X” and “Y” shapes.

Available on some units
only.

Extremely
difficult to
replicate
receiver
features

Correctly positioned notches on the right sides of the receiver for
the safety lever, marked with letters “S” and “F”.

No safety lever notches.

Hours of
additional
labor

Proper configuration at the bottom forward portion of the
receiver with no additional openings.

Hole on the bottom of the
receiver for attaching the
handguard.

Extremely
difficult
feature to
replicate
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Other Saiga Rifles

Components and Features
Non-standard safety lever.
Replaced with the original safety lever with correct shape and
properly positioned dimple for the notches on the receiver.

Added
Value
$23.00

Correct rear sight leaf properly graded and marked for 1000
meters.

Non-standard rear sight
leaf with 300 meter
marking.

$25.00

Highest quality Arsenal, Inc. fire control group (hammer and
disconnector). Manufactured in the United States with close
tolerances and extended disconnector tail, this fire control group
eliminates the trigger slap and premature wear. It also adds to
your 922r compliance. No need to replace with other parts.

Foreign made fire control
group. Need to be replaced
when doing a conversion.

$45.00
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Other Saiga Rifles

Original Arsenal Inc mil-spec polymer handguards and retainer
for lower handguard. Highest quality US made parts add to your
922r compliance. No need to replace with other parts.

No upper handguard. Nonstandard lower handguard
with no retainer that needs
to be replaced when doing
a conversion.

$82.00

A gas tube that needs to be
replaced during
conversion.
Original gas block with the correct vent holes and a guide hole for Non-standard gas block
with no vent holes.
the cleaning rod.

$26.00

The rifle comes with a cleaning rod and has all the necessary
modification for installing the rod on the rifle (the holes on the
front sight block, gas block, and handguard retainer).
Correct AK-74 type front sight block with 24x1.5mm right-hand
threads. Includes all the necessary hardware (the plunger pin,
the spring for plunger pin, and the retainer pin for the spring) for
muzzle attachment.

Cannot accept cleaning
rod. Does not come with a
cleaning rod.
Neutered front sight block
with no threads or muzzle
attachment hardware.

$35.00

Proper bayonet lug on the front sight block. It allows the
customer to attach a Generation III type bayonets.

No lug. No bayonet
attachment capability.

Replaced with the correct gas tube with Arsenal, Inc. mil-spec
upper handguard. No need to replace with other parts.

Bayonet is not included with the rifle

Added
Value

$51.00

$85.00
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The rifle comes with a US made muzzle brake (compensator).
This brand new production compensator for 7.62x39 caliber rifles
carries the Arsenal Inc logo and the “US” marking as a testament
to its uncompromising quality. The new compensator combines a
slick design with detailed attention to perfect functionality and
workmanship.
This compensator is made in one piece and incorporates the ever
popular cresset design. The one-piece design creates a perfectly
symmetric compensator, resulting in an equal amount of excess
gas escape and uniform recoil reduction with no negative effect
on accuracy.
Utilizing precision cutting machines, Arsenal Inc. ensured that
the unit is coaxial, with the threads and the two concentric
circular openings being centered and perpendicular to the
cylindrical body of the compensator.
The combination of high grade tool steel and sophisticated heat
treating process in vacuum furnaces result in a compensator that
maintains its perfectly cylindrical shape, free of any warping,
deformation, collapse, or surface contaminants.
The consistent and precision cut 24x1.5mm right-hand threads
eliminate the wobbly effect common with other units. The
compensator remains rock solid on the front sight block.
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Other Saiga Rifles
No muzzle attachment. No
threads for muzzle
attachment.

Added
Value
$100.00
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Specifications
7.62 x 39 mm
1,016 mm (40 in.)
415 mm (16.3 in.)
4 grooves
1 in 240 mm (9.44 in.)
3.24 kg (7.15 lbs)
710 m/s (2,329 fps)
500 m (550 yds)
1,350 m (1,480 yds)
1,000 m (1,094 yds)

Caliber
Total Length (with Compensator)
Barrel Length
Rifling
Twist Rate
Weight without Magazine
Muzzle Velocity
Effective Range
Maximum Range
Rear Sight Range

Manufactured by:

Legion Ltd.
Izhevsk, Russia

Arsenal, Inc.
Las Vegas, Nevada
Tel.: 702-643-2220
Fax: 702-643-8860
E-mail: support@arsenalinc.com
http://www.arsenalinc.com

Exclusive Distributor:

RSR Group, Inc.
1010 Avenue J East
Grand Prairie, TX 75050
Tel.: 800-752-4867
Fax: 972-602-0727
E-mail: salestx@rsrgroup.com
http://www.rsrgroup.com

